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Standard models  suggested  for the  new applications 
THERMAL  RIBBONS    PREFERRED   FOR  CODITHERM 

Document update at   February  2017 
 

 
 

 

PIGMENTED   RIBBONS 

 

 

METALLIZED   RIBBONS 

 

INKED RIBBON APPLICATIONS COLOURS 

OY 910 
LOW-COST.   For printing on  objects made of  PVC  or  ABS. 
“Graphic”  type at  high definition. 
Good resistance to scratch  and  low resistance to solvents. 

GOLD  and  SILVER  
Glossy  type. 

OY 940 
For printing on  objects made of    P.E.  e  P.P.   
High Definition.   Very good resistance to scratch and  good 
resistance to solvents.     “Cosmetic”  type applications. 

GOLD  and  SILVER  
Glossy. 

NY 950 
For printing on  plastics of many types:  PVC,  ABS,  PET,  P.E.  and  P.P.   
with glossy finishing. 
Very  good  resistance to scratch  and to solvents  (Alcohol and 
gasoline). 

BLACK,  WHITE,  
YELLOW,   RED,   BLUE,  
Matt  GOLD,   
Matt  SILVER. 

OY 960 Same as above,  but with   “large  range  adhesive”    that makes 
easy to print on   smooth cardboards  and on  matt surfaces. 

GOLD  and  SILVER  
Semi-Glossy. 

 

INKED RIBBON APPLICATIONS COLOURS 

NY 250 
BY 250 

High definition model,  for printing on plastic objects made of  PVC, 
ABS or PET  with glossy finishing.   Good resistance to scratch and to 
solvents. 

BLACK  and   WHITE. 

NY 210 For printing on  carton boxes with cardboard finishing  matt,  glossy  or  
lacquered.     Coated on 6 microns polyester. Only  BLACK 

NY 240 
High definition model,  hard  resin, for printing on plastic objects 
made of  PVC, ABS or PET  with glossy finishing.   Good resistance to 
scratch and to solvents. 

Only  BLACK 

BY 740 
Model for printing on  plastic objects  PVC,  ABS  or PET  with glossy or 
semi-gloss finishing.   It prints also on some  P.E. and P.P. plastic 
surfaces.  Good resistance to scratch and low resistance to solvents. 

Only  WHITE. 
(On demand: Red, Blue 
and Green). 

NY 800 For printing on  plastics like:   P.E.  and  P.P.   with glossy finishing. 
Good resistance to  scracth  and to  solvents (alcohol). 

BLACK,   WHITE,  RED,  
BLUE,  GREEN, YELLOW. 

NY 850 
For printing on  plastics  like:   PVC.  ABS,  PET  with glossy finishing. 
It prints also on  P.E.  and  P.P.   but with  higher transfer temperature. 
Very good resistance to scracth and to solvents (Alcohol and 
Gasoline). 

BLACK,   WHITE,  
RED,  BLUE, YELLOW. 

BY 850-U As NY850 but with added protective layer  to UV Rays   (for outdoor 
exposure). Only  WHITE 

 

“RINK”  type  RIBBONS          by   removal of ink 
* These  Inked Ribbons  are suitable to print on  smooth or glossy finishing surfaces. 
* All these ribbons must be  matched to the  ST110  Receptor Ribbon. 
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ST 130 A:    With  thin ink layer, suitable to print on  matt  or  slightly rough surfaces

ST 130:    Same as above,  but coated on  6 microns PET  (for easy transferability). 

. 
Coated on  12 micron PET (to avoiid wrinkles). 

 
ST 160 A:  With thick ink layer,  suitable to print on   rough  or  absorbing surfaces.

ST 160:       Same as above, but coated on 6 microns PET  (for easy transferability). 

 
Coated on  12 microns PET (to avoid wrinkles). 

 
 

 
 

 
 

ST 020:   It has a clear ink layer  with adhesive at large field of applications  suitable to print on   PVC, ABS,  PET,    P.E.  and  
P.P. 
The hard resin of this clear ink  has a very good resistance to the solvents  like  Alcohol,  Gasoline  and  Petrol. 
It has a special protective layer to the U.V. rays. 
The ink of the colored inked ribbons  has a good adherence only on surfaces like  PVC,  ABS  and  PET. 
So, in order to print on  P.E.  e  P.P.  the “DUAL-PASS” method must be used.  The first pass creates 
like a “primer”.  In the second pass, the ink of the text is over-printed,  with good adhesion. 

ST 020-C:    As ST020, but    Certified for Food Contact
 

.     

 
Originale:   V:\PUBBLICAZIONI_COMMERCIALI_WORKING\LINEE_GUIDA 

INKED RIBBON RECEPTOR 
RIBBON APPLICATIONS COLOURS 

NY 040 
BY 480  

ST130A 
ST130 

ST160A 
ST160 

For printing on  absorbing surfaces  like:   Carton,  
Wood,  Leather,  Fabric. BLACK   and    WHITE. 

NY 490 
Basic model  with large field of applications. 
Easy printability   and  good opacity of the colours on 
the dark surfaces. 
Good resistance  to scratch and to  solvents. 

BLACK,   WHITE,  YELLOW,   RED,   
BLUE,  GREEN. 

NY 460 LOW-COST  model with  low resistance to solvents. BLACK  and  WHITE 

NY 440 Hard resin model with  high resistance to solvents. BLACK  and  WHITE 

 

INKED RIBBON RECEPTOR 
RIBBON APPLICATIONS COLOURS 

NY 490  
 

ST 020 

Basic model  with large field of applications. 
Easy printability   and  good opacity of the colours on 
the dark surfaces.  Very good resistance  to  solvents. 

BLACK,   WHITE,  YELLOW,   RED,   
BLUE,  GREEN. 

NY 460 LOW-COST  model with  low resistance to solvents. BLACK  and  WHITE 

NY 440 
 

Hard resin model  with  high resistance to solvents. 
BLACK  and  WHITE 
 
 

 

“POSY - HARD”  type  RIBBONS         by  addition of ink 
* These ribbons are suitable to print on surfaces with  glossy finishing. 
* The Receptor Ribbon has a  clear layer of resin that makes a protection of the print  against  scratching 
   and solvents. 
* The electronic printing must be set at  “Enhanced-Mode”. 
* The  hot transfer  must be performed with   “delayed release”  of the ribbon. 

“POSY - SOFT”  type   RIBBONS         by  addition of ink 
* These ribbons are suitable to print on surfaces with  matt  or  rough finishing. 
* The Receptor Ribbon has a  clear layer of wax-resin  that has no protection function,  but only to make the 
   hot transfer of the ink  easy on the porous surfaces. 
* The  hot transfer  must be performed with  “immediate release”  of the ribbon 

 


